Comparative and Superlative Adjective Exercise 2

Short adjectives

Simon’s shirt is as clean as Michael's
Richard's shirt is cleaner than John's
Mark's shirt is the cleanest

Consonant + vowel + consonant

Spain is as hot as Greece
Australia is hotter than Thailand
Mali is the hottest

“Ys”

My dog is as lazy as my cat
My brother is lazier than my sister
My teacher is the laziest person I know

Long adjectives

Naomi is as beautiful as Scarlett
Maribel is more beautiful than Penelope
Maribel is the most beautiful woman in Spain

Irregular adjectives

good better the best
bad worse the worst
far further the furthest

A Fill the gaps using the adjectives in brackets in the correct form.

1. The distance from Sydney to Madrid is ........................................ than the distance from New York to London. (far)
2. David's kitchen is very dirty. Mine is much .......................................... (clean)
3. That film was terrible. In fact, it's ........................................ film I've ever seen. (bad)
4. Generally speaking, the coffee in Spain and Italy is ........................................ than the coffee you get in Britain. (good)
5. Riding a motorbike is ........................................ than driving a car. (dangerous)
6. Clare's apartment is just as ........................................ as Michael's. (big)
7. One night at The Ritz is ........................................ than a week in The Holiday Inn. (expensive)
8. Rolls Royce make some of ........................................ cars in the world. (luxurious)
9. If you buy ........................................, you won't get the best. (cheap)
10. The aquarium in Valencia is ........................................ in Europe. (big)
11. Sara's .......................................... than Carmela. (tall)
12. Rapun has .......................................... taste than Marta. (bad)
13. Physics exams are as .......................................... as maths exams. (difficult)
14. King Kong was the .......................................... monkey ever. (big)
15. I think English is .......................................... than German. (easy)
16. Chinese is .......................................... language to learn to write. (hard)
17. Who is .......................................... person in your family? (intelligent)

B Now make up some examples of your own.

1. ........................................................................................................
2. ........................................................................................................
3. ........................................................................................................
4. ........................................................................................................
Answers

1. The distance from Sydney to Madrid is further than the distance from New York to London.
2. David's kitchen is very dirty. Mine is much cleaner.
3. That film was terrible. In fact, it's the worst film I've ever seen.
4. Generally speaking, the coffee in Spain and Italy is better than the coffee you get in Britain.
5. Riding a motorbike is more dangerous than driving a car.
6. Clare's apartment is just as big as Michael's.
7. A night at The Ritz is more expensive OR more luxurious than a week in The Holiday Inn.
8. Rolls Royce make some of the most luxurious OR the most expensive cars in the world.
9. If you buy the cheapest, you won't get the best.
10. The aquarium in Valencia is the biggest in Europe.
11. Sara's taller than Carmela.
12. Rapun has worse taste than Marta.
13. Physics exams are as difficult as maths exams.
14. King Kong was the biggest monkey ever.
15. I think English is easier than German. (easy)
16. Chinese is the hardest language to learn to write. (hard)
17. Who is the most intelligent person in your family? (intelligent)